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Purpose of this report: There is an urgent need for State support to help protect our incredibly 
valuable community forests from the impending devastation caused by the terrestrial invasive, 
the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB). This report provides a synopsis of the EAB problem and how a 
landscape or regional-based management approach is best for the environment and most cost 
effective. It also provides key facts about tree benefits, a description of a proposed statewide 
program to manage the infestation, and a listing of the actions the Minnesota Shade Tree 
Advisory Committee (MnSTAC) is taking to battle the infestation. Finally, it includes numerous 
references to supplemental information and three attachments. 
 
The problem: The preservation of our community forests is at a crucial point. Current public 
tree deaths far outpace tree replacement and the emerald ash borer (EAB) is on track to kill the 
approximately one billion ash trees in the State. It is already burdening many communities 
throughout the central, northern, and southern parts of the State, and will eventually overrun 
every community’s ability to respond effectively. The statewide community tree survey 
conducted by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources in 2010 found that ash trees 
comprise approximately 20% of our community forests on average, but many communities have 
ash tree populations totaling as much as 40%.1 The loss of these trees will have a profound effect 
on everyone living in Minnesota. Just as epidemiologists cannot effectively fight a human 
epidemic city by city, EAB cannot be effectively fought city by city. Unfortunately, that is 
exactly what is happening throughout the twelve counties where the infestation has been detected 
to date. Peer-reviewed studies have confirmed that a coordinated, landscaped-based strategy is 
more cost effective than a city-by-city approach. In other words, we need a statewide program to 
help cities manage this infestation. 
 
Minnesota cities will have limited ability to manage the damage from EAB and the explosive 
increase in the number of dead trees. Ash trees killed by EAB become brittle very quickly and 
become a public hazard threatening overhead cables and power lines, vehicles, buildings, and 
people. Local governments are woefully unprepared to spend the millions of dollars required to 
manage this invasive species.  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 “Rapid Assessment of Ash and Elm Resources in Minnesota Communities,” Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources, 1/5/07. 
http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/assistance/backyard/treecare/forest_health/ash_elmRapidAssessment/rapidassessment_As
hElm.pdf 
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The original management strategy for EAB relied upon more than a decade ago was to control 
the damage by removing trees in order to limit the beetles’ food supply. Unfortunately, the 
strategy was a failure. It wasted public resources to remove and replace healthy trees and 
destroyed public investments in green infrastructure.2 
 
Tree value: In many Minnesota cities and towns, our community forests are some of the most 
valuable infrastructure providing both economic and environmental benefits. The average 
community ash tree in the state of Minnesota provides approximately $170 in benefits annually.3 
We need our community forests, and we need to work together to preserve them for generations 
to come. While the aesthetic value of trees is easily grasped, scientific studies have also 
quantified their environmental and economic value, as well as their value in reducing health care 
costs. For example: 
 

• Urban stormwater runoff is a major source of pollution for our water resources, and trees 
serve as one of the most cost effective mitigation methods for this non-point source 
pollution as well as stormwater management. An average ash tree will intercept about 
1,800 gallons of stormwater annually, which reduces peak flows and flooding during 
storms.4  

 
• The average ash tree will reduce CO2 by nearly a half a ton every year.5 

 
• The evaporation from a single tree can produce the cooling effect of ten room-size air 

conditioners operating twenty hours a day.6  
 

• Trees also reduce health care costs and when EAB kills them, people also die. An 
analysis by U.S. Forest Service scientists estimated that in 2010, trees in the urban areas 
of Minnesota removed 4,600 tons of pollutants from the air and that this resulted in $26.7 
million in reduced health care costs.7 Another recent U.S. Forest Service analysis showed 
that the spread of EAB across 15 states was associated with an additional 15,000 deaths 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2“Wholescale removal of ash trees to simply reduce ash phloem, however, is not an optimal strategy for EAB 
management. Mercader et al. (2011a) compared effects of treating merchantable ash trees with TREE-ägeTM, using 
those same trees as girdled trap trees, or simply destroying those trees to reduce ash phloem. Their simulations 
showed ash removal was less effective at slowing EAB population growth than either of the other options and would 
ultimately accelerate EAB spread.” Source: “Developing and integrating tactics to slow ash (Oleaceae) mortality 
caused by emerald ash borer (Coleoptera: Buprestidae),” Deborah G. McCullough, Rodrigo J. Mercader, Nathan W. 
Siegert, The Canadian Entomologist / Volume 147 / Special Issue 03 / June 2015, pp. 349-358. Downloaded: 
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=9694874 
3 Source: National Tree Benefit Calculator: 
http://www.treebenefits.com/calculator/treeinfor.cfm?zip=55118&city=SAINT%20PAUL&state=MN&climatezone
=Midwest 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Downloaded 9/4/15: http://www.ncsu.edu/project/treesofstrength/benefits.htm 
7 The health impacts and their monetary values are based on the changes in NO2, O3, PM2.5 and SO2 concentrations 
using information from the U.S. EPA Environmental Benefits Mapping and Analysis Program model 
(http://www.epa.gov/air/benmap/). 
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from cardiovascular disease and an additional 6,000 deaths from lower respiratory 
disease.8  

 
The solution: Recent scientific advances have resulted in an integrated pest management 
approach that includes detection techniques, pest control measures, and the protection of high 
value, healthy trees. This coordinated strategy preserves about four times as much of the tree 
canopy and tree value over twenty years as the outdated approach yet it costs half as much and it 
helps protect untreated private ash trees that are nearby.9 A statewide management program 
could incorporate these best management practices and provide incentives for cities to adopt 
them. The next section describes just such a program. 
 
Minnesota Community Forest Partnership Act: In January 2015, the Minnesota Community 
Forest Partnership Group was organized. The group includes forestry scientists and experts from 
the US Forest Service, three State agencies, and the University of Minnesota and Michigan State 
University; and representatives from the Minnesota Nursery and Landscape Association, Tree 
Trust, MnSTAC, and private companies. The group developed the Minnesota Community 
Forestry Partnership (MCFP) Act but was unable to secure a state legislator as an author in time 
to introduce it at the 2015 Legislative session. The MCFP Act would establish a new program 
with funding of $13 million per year in State funds to provide technical assistance, guidance, and 
matching grants to communities. The Act also includes funding for research regarding pest 
control, diseases, and other threats that affect community forests.  
 
Attachment 1 includes a summary of the proposed Act and Attachment 2 includes additional 
information on the need for State support for community forests. Attachment 3 includes a study 
that compared the costs and benefits of a theoretical State-supported program implemented over 
a twenty-year study period in the Twin Cities region and statewide. 
 
History of State support for community forests: State action can be swift and effective. When 
Dutch elm disease threatened community forests in the 1970s and 80s, the State provided nearly 
$60 million to help local governments.10 This State support was a crucial investment that resulted 
in the green and vibrant community forests that currently grace our cities and towns. EAB is an 
even greater threat. At this time, there is no substantive State support to help communities 
protect their forests from this invasive species.  
 
MnSTAC objectives: MnSTAC is actively pursuing the following objectives: 

• Convince Governor Dayton to include the MCFP Act in his 2016 budget.  
• Continue to lobby for Legislative approval in 2016 of the MCFP Act. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 “Exploring Connections Between Trees and Human Health,” Science Findings, Pacific Northwest Research 
Station, U.S. Forest Service, Jan./Feb. 2014, http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/sciencef/scifi158.pdf 
9 A Proposal to Create the Minnesota Ash Tree Preservation Program, Jeffrey M. Hafner and J. Michael Orange, 
September 2014. 
10 “History of Dutch Elm Disease in Minnesota,” David W. French, 1993, 
https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/151957/History%20of%20Dutch%20Elm%20Disease%20in%
20Minnesota.pdf?sequence=1 
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• Request appropriate state departmental Commissioners to hold hearings around the State 
to discern the levels of community preparedness, listen to the concerns of the citizens and 
local officials, and to promote the importance of State support for community forests. 

• Collaborate with cities and counties to initiate the integrated pest management approach 
described above at a countywide or region-wide scale. 

• Continue to collaborate with forestry scientists and experts, urban foresters, city 
managers, etc. and serve as an informational clearinghouse for the advancement of EAB 
management.  

 
The time to act is NOW: EAB continues its deadly march through our State, and delayed action 
will only increase losses and costs. Swift action is needed, before the infestation exponentially 
increases in population, and tree deaths explode as seen in other cities. As the pest population 
increases and a greater number of trees die, the number of management options goes down and 
the costs and losses go up. 
 
Other sources of EAB information: 

• MnSTAC “A Call to Action”  
• “Minnesota is Losing Its Community Forests,” Minnesota Community Forest Partnership 

Group, April 2015 
• Emerald ash borer resources from the MN Dept. of Agriculture 
• Model Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan, Jeffrey M. Hafner and J. Michael Orange, 

updated September 2014. Available upon request from Jeffrey Hafner, 
jhafner@rainbowtreecare.com 

• City of Philadelphia Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan 
• http://www.emeraldashborer.info/ 
• http://www.aphis.usda.gov/plant_health/plant_pest_info/emerald_ash_b/index.shtml 
• http://www.mda.state.mn.us/plants/pestmanagement/~/media/Files/plants/eab/eabtreatme

ntguide2.ashx 
• http://www.emeraldashborer.info/files/multistate_eab_insecticide_fact_sheet.pdf 
 

Attachments:  
1. Summary of the Minnesota Community Forestry Partnership Act 
2. Frequently Asked Questions About the Need for State Support for Community Forests 
3. A Proposal to Create the Regional Ash Tree Preservation Program 

 
About the Minnesota Shade Tree Advisory Committee (MnSTAC): Since 1974, MnSTAC 
has been advising the legislative and executive branches on the best ways to preserve, protect, 
expand, and improve Minnesota’s community forests. We also fulfill a federal funding 
requirement by serving as the state’s urban forest council, which accounts for a large percentage 
of the funding used in our urban and community forestry programming. With the support from 
our 400 members who represent a broad spectrum of tree-related interests, MnSTAC provides 
information to local community tree programs throughout the state.  

 


